
Exodus 11-12
The Passover

The  accounts  in  chapters  11  and  12  jump
around a bit.  It's obvious in chapter 12 that the initial
event, The Passover, is happening, but the text here includes God's
instructions concerning its annual commemoration down through the
centuries.  And chapter 11, if taken as following chronologically from
chapter  10,  doesn't  fit  with  what  is  said  in  10:28-29  –  so  this  is
probably best seen as a flashback, introduced by “The Lord had said”
(11:1).  In any case, here is now the ultimate showdown, and the final
reversal of the fortunes of Israel and Egypt.

 Chapter 11: sovereignty
Here  the  angle  is  “this  is  just  going  to  happen”:  God will

harden Pharaoh's heart (9-10), the Israelites will go free, even with
the  blessing  of  their  Egyptian  neighbours  (3)  –  and  the  grudging
obeisance of Pharaoh's cronies (8).

The jewellery (2): overdue payment for their service?
A “very great” Moses (3): feared? admired? both?
A “cry” (6).  When previously had we heard cries (3:7,9)?
The quiet dogs (7): what's this getting at?

 Chapter 12: responsibility
Here there is an alternative angle.  Even if “the LORD makes

a distinction” (11:7),  the Hebrews still  need to sacrifice the lambs,
and stay in their homes!

The  now:  these  details  concerning  this  first  Passover  are
significant – they point forward and signify (make a sign) things that
will  be  fulfilled  in  Jesus  Christ  (1  Corinthians  5:7).   What
correspondences do you see here?

The soon after:  so who were this “mixed multitude” (38) –
and is their company good or bad?  Is it significant that the Israelites
leave with some decorum? - “by their hosts” (51) could be “armies”.

The further future: are the children's words (26) meant to be
taken as words to be recited in future years, or simply a recognition
that curious children will ask questions – and need a good answer?


